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In 2018, Matt Barter and his father, acclaimed artist Philip Barter,

drove to Lubec, Maine, to learn more about the men and women who worked in the
sardine canneries. Lubec was once a bustling working waterfront and community. They
visited the Lubec Historical Society, which is housed in the company store of the former
Columbian Packing Company, and the McCurdy Smokehouse Museum. McCurdy’s
is located in the skinning and packing shed of an industrial fish processing facility that
operated on the Lubec waterfront between about 1906 and 1991. It was this visit to
Lubec that inspired the concept for Cantown.
Matt recalls walking into McCurdy’s, “Inside the smokehouse museum you are
welcomed by the most incredible smell, more like an aura of smoked fish. You would
think that after having been closed for over twenty years that the smell would be gone,
or altered by time to something disgusting or intolerable, but no, the smell of the
smoked fish was warm and welcoming.”
“At the Lubec Historical Society, I was surprised to find the focus on just a few of the
wealthy families instead of the working class poor. The exhibits showed finery and
bobbles, but no blood, sweat or tears. I thought my Dad and I had struck out until I
noticed something small in a glass case of Pithias medals. It was a cannery company
store token. I was struck by the artifact, and I filed it away deep in my memory. As we
left Lubec and headed home, this small token expanded in my mind as the focus of a
cannery show, and from there it grew into an installation in my mind.”
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Matt Barter is a storyteller, who has taken

Sign Post to Jonesport No. 2, wood relief, paint,
34 x 24 inches

it upon himself to recant the stories of the men and women
who work Downeast—a cultural region along the coast of
Maine that begins in Ellsworth, and stretches east all the
way to the Maritime Provinces.
Downeasters are a hearty lot known for their ingenuity
and conservatism. “These are among the toughest, most
frugal, people I have ever met,” says Barter, “and the
quietest.” He attributes their modesty to Puritan roots and
the old English idiom “mind your p’s and q’s.” Downeasters
keep to themselves.
To tell the story of Maine’s bygone sardine cannery
industry, Barter created an imaginary town and company
store inspired by Stinson Seafood, a sardine cannery in
Prospect Harbor, Maine. Canneries thrived in Maine for
over a century, and nearly every town along the coast had
at least one small sardine factory. Some had more than a
dozen. Stinson, which closed in 2010, was the last cannery
to close in the United States.

Dayworkers, Stinson Packing Company, oil on canvas, 36 x 40 inches

Cannery Girl, reclaimed wood, paint, 18h, 10, x 9 inches

Barter calls his imaginary place Cantown. He has
since created an installation of paintings, wood reliefs,
and folklike three-dimensional sculptures to pay tribute
to the men, women, and children who worked in the
Maine canneries.
Barter was raised in North Sullivan, a small rural
community not far from Stinson Seafood. His unique
perspective and the authenticity of his artwork comes
from working along side his father in traditional Maine
jobs: lobstering, fishing, and digging clams and blood
worms. His father, the acclaimed artist Philip Barter, also
invited his son to assist in the studio where the younger
Barter flourished.
True to his New England roots, Barter will repurpose
most anything he finds on Ebay, at the dump, or just
lying around his home or studio to create his wood reliefs
and sculptures. These crude materials aptly depict the
hardscrabble character of these Downeast people.
The Cannery Line shows three women working the
assembly line, snipping the heads and tails from fish riding
along a moveable conveyor belt before they fall into a pail.
Overhead wooden pegs provide a counting system to keep
track of how many fish are processed. Cannery Girl shows
a sculpture of a lone woman in an apron bent over while
working. Other sculptures include the Cantown Punch
Clock, a bright orange wood relief of a bust of a cannery

girl, a mustard hopper, a fisherman dipping bait, men
with lobster traps, and lobstermen repairing a lobster
boat. Paintings show women working on the cutting line,
nursing Allen’s Coffee Brandy, and men mending nets
and eating McDonalds.
Cantown seems to revolve around two main characters
depicted in various mediums—The Downeast Kid and
The Cannery Girl. The Downeast Kid could be considered
a self-portrait, one where Barter cast himself as the hero
and protector of the downtrodden, much like Billy the Kid
or Robin Hood. His lady in waiting is The Cannery Girl.
Barter depicts the couple in graphic paintings and
as over-sized heads, using wood slats for hair, blocks of
wood for ears and lips, and a large triangular piece of
wood for a nose. Barter likes functionality, and he hopes
his heads will be appreciated as art, but also usable as side
tables or plant stands.
Barter created a collection of small figures he calls
Downeast Action Figures, a humorous remembrance of the
action figures from his childhood. Made from rough-cut
blocks of wood, these charming characters depict a boy
playing with a yo-yo, heads, fishermen, a blue bait glove,
a woodcutter, and even a small chainsaw.
Cantown highlights a trio of Barter’s vibrant wood
reliefs: Sign Post to Jonesport No. 1 and No. 2, and The
Mythology of Jonesport. These signs mirror the cluttered
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mishmash of homemade sign post common throughout
Maine. Others wood reliefs like The Legend of Evelyn Davis
tell the story of a local woman Barter knew who worked
most of her life at a cannery in Millbridge. Disconnected
heads and hands, cans of fish, and a bird give Dreams of
the Packing Line an eerie dream like quality.
In their heyday, the canneries employed thousands
of women. Vannie Alley, the grandmother of Ellsworth
resident Cindy Hawes, worked at Stinson’s for forty years.
Hawes recounted how her grandparents and their neighbors
woke before dawn to head out to factories and boats to
support their families. Her grandfather, Reggie Alley, was
a lobsterman, and for a number of years he ran a sardine
carrier at Stinson’s, transporting fish from the weir fisherman
to the factory.
Hawes said Barter’s painting Jonesporter No. 1 could be
her grandparents’ story. Her grandmother had dark hair
pulled back in a bun like the woman in the painting, and
she wore her hair like that her entire life. Her grandfather
had a lobster boat that he kept in the yard. One day her
grandfather was working on the boat, and he fell off the
boat and lay sprawled on the ground just like the man in
the painting. And of course, her grandmother’s favorite
food were red snapper hotdogs.
Hawes recounted how her grandparents grew up very
poor, and hard work was their only means of survival.
Machinations of Cantown II, reclaimed wood, found objects, paint, 38 x 24 x 4 inches

A bus would come to Jonesport everyday to pick up the
women who worked at Stinson’s, including her grandmother
and her three sisters. Working in a cannery was not pleasant
work. The women worked on assembly lines and were
paid on a piecework basis, on their feet all day, hands all
cut up from the scissors and smelling of fish—an odor
that never dissipated. Hawes visited the factory once as a
child, and she remembers being amazed by how fast the
women could process the sardines. “They were so fast you
could hardly see their hands!”
For these women, life revolved around the cannery.
The company store provided convenience, but also kept
them indebted to, and working for, the company. Barter
remembers there were only two stores in his hometown
of Sullivan: Jerry’s Hardware and Dunbar’s Country store.
Dunbar’s was filled with the usual country store items:
soda cooler, meat counter, white bread rack, as well as
other items more specific to a Downeaster: worm digging
hoes, blue bait gloves, mackerel tree fish tackle, blaze
orange hunting hats, and shotgun shells.
Barter began making some of these items along with
a lot of cans to fill the shelves in his imaginary company
store. He bought four-inch cedar fence posts, cut them to
length, primed and painted them, and pasted handmade
and printed labels on the cans. He made jars of wooden
fiddle heads and packages of red snapper hot dogs, half

gallons of milk, Brillo pads, and cans of B&M Baked
Beans, One Squash Pie, Tomato Soup, Fish Flakes,
Rockland Lobster, and Jonesport Mackerel.
The inspiration for Cantown began when Barter found
a small wooden token at the Lubec Historical Society.
It wasn’t long before his imagination boiled over: “I saw
images of moms off to work packing cans, while the dads
worked other jobs, perhaps in the cannery, or at sea.
Mothers and daughters working side-by-side, talking shop
or gossip. The physical aspect of the work, the oily, bloody
mess of fish heads and tails. The danger of sharp knives,
scissors and metal cans. The smell of old fish and the bay.
The sound of the machines, crew boss yelling, and the gulls
circling the building calling for scraps.”
Barter also wondered about life outside of the factory:
“What was it like on a hot August night in Lubec after
work, sitting on the porch drinking a cold one, the sound
of a Red Sox game on the radio?”
Lucky for us, Barter used his insatiable curiosity, active
imagination, and quirky sense humor to deliver an engaging
visual feast of Downeast culture, a sensitive portrayal of
Maine people, and an unforgettable experience.
		
		
— Karin Wilkes
			
director, Courthouse Gallery
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matt barter is a self-taught artist

who paints, carves, and sculpts. Despite his lack of formal
training, Barter has a innate eye for composition, spacial
relationships, and color. Motifs focus on the earthy beauty
of Maine’s landscape and her working waterfronts. His
fishermen are not out lobstering and fishing, but going
about their on-shore chores—tending to the equipment,
repairing the boats, and scrapping and painting everything
from hulls and bait shacks to buoys and sheds.
Barter’s work is bold and fearless. His carved
fishermen and women, and his wood reliefs are fast
becoming a signature motif. Made from reclaimed wood,
found objects and paint, his rough-cut figures capture
the brawn of weathered fishermen laden with lobster
traps, hoes, buckets, and buoys.
Barter, who was raised in Downeast Maine, learned
to paint under the guidance of his father, acclaimed
artist Philip Barter. Barter sold his first painting at age
ten, and by his teens was learning the mechanics of oil
painting and making his own wood reliefs. Growing up
Barter worked with his father on various commercial
fishing boats, lobstering, and mussel harvesting. These
experiences contribute the authenticity of Barter’s work,
who lives with his wife, Rebekah, and their two sons in
Brunswick, Maine.
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